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Full details on the website www.tgamobility.co.uk

Zest & ZestPlus
Either of the Zest models are the perfect 
portable companion. They have a great 
range of features and easily come apart 
into a few manageable sections.

The Zest and Zest Plus are scooters from TGA that dismantle 
into a few easy-to-lift parts. The compact Zest and larger 
Zest Plus include advanced suspension front and rear so you 
can be assured of a smooth ride whether travelling along the 
pavement, grass or gravel. 

This level of comfort is exceptional for a car boot scooter as 
they drive like bigger scooters, yet are compact enough to 
fit in your car boot. Any model in the Zest range comes apart 
really easily and can be put back together simply. It has a 
luxurious seat for extended comfort and the tiller is simple 
to use. With a tight turning circle it is highly manoeuvrable 
around the shops and there is plenty of legroom on board. 
 
• Simple to take apart, liftable components, easy connections
• Modular design allowing for easy storage and transportation
• Excellent levels of stability and manoeuvrability
• All round suspension for added comfort
• Zest Standard battery has a range of up to 8 miles (13km)
• Zest HD has bigger battery range of up to 14 miles (22.5km)
• Zest Plus has a range of 18 miles (29km)
• User weight of up to 25 stone (160kg)

“My previous two TGA 
scooters have made such a 
difference to my life and I 
wouldn’t be without my latest 
Zest Plus.”
Carolyn A



Zest

Maximum Speed (up to) Maximum Weight Range (up to) Vehicle Class

4mph 21 stone 14 miles 2 - pavement scooter

ZestPlus

Maximum Speed (up to) Maximum Weight Range (up to) Vehicle Class

4mph 25 stone 18 miles 2 - pavement scooter

Available Colours Available Colours

Polar White 
Metallic  

Polar White 
Metallic  

Apple Green 
Metallic

Apple Green 
Metallic

Bright Red
Metallic 

Bright Red
Metallic 

Specification and comparison table on Page 82-83 Specification and comparison table on Page 82-83

Lava Orange 
Metallic

Lava Orange 
Metallic

Stone Silver
Metallic

Stone Silver
Metallic

Electric Blue 
Metallic 

Electric Blue 
Metallic 
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Standard features on all Zest models

Dismantles easily into manageable sized sections, no complex connections or fiddly fittings and the heaviest component weighs 27kg

Rear bag  Zest Plus battery charging dock Armrest bag accessory

The design is so simple that putting together or 
taking apart can be done with one hand

Ergonomically designed tiller is easy and comfortable to use with controls that can be operated with  
fingertips or thumbs

Options and Accessories Zest HD

Walking stick clips – can fit either side or both

What’s different about 
the Zest Plus? It’s bigger!
If you are looking for more space and stability when 
driving, then the Zest Plus is longer, wider and has 
larger wheels with pneumatic tyres. 

Despite having bigger battery capacity, strain-free lifting is still 
assured because the battery pack cleverly splits in two. 
So it’s quick to remove and easy to take indoors for charging 
(using the battery charging dock).

The Zest and Zest Plus also possess advanced suspension for a 
seamless ride over smooth and rough terrain, giving it some of 
the capabilities of a larger scooter but in a compact frame.

It’s an ideal choice if you want a shopping companion to 
get around town. One of the best scooters your money 
can buy, the all-round ability of the Zest Plus represents 
all the innovation and quality expected from TGA.

Simple release mechanism for removing battery packs

Split twin batteries for easier liftingAdvanced suspension for comfort associated with larger scooters 
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